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Prologue
As Charlotte Hersdorf, CIO of TDC Group, looked from her office
window at Teglholmsgade, she prepared her mind for the coming
time. Only a few months earlier, CEO Pernille Erenbjerg had presented
TDC Group’s strategy for the years 2016-2018, and now it was up to
Charlotte and her team to handle the changes of the coming years
within IT.
TDC Group was changing and the business was under pressure.
However, she also knew that change meant possibilities, and she was
optimistic about the future.
Overall, the task at hand for Charlotte was:

How can TDC Group improve
its competitive advantage by
transforming its business
through strategic IT initiatives?
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TDC Group
(DK)

Description

TDC Group from
1882 till today
Competition in the telco and home entertainment market
Despite Denmark’s relatively small size, the country remains one of the
most competitive telco markets in the world.
After the deregulation of the Danish telco market in the 1990s, three
foreign operators – TeliaSonara, Telia, and 3 – have entered Denmark.
This has resulted in fierce competition; an example being that Denmark has four mobile networks compared to three in Germany. Apart
from the three major telco competitors, an increasing number of utility
companies have been establishing their own infrastructure, further intensifying competition in the market and for TDC Group. Infrastructure
development and operations are very capital-intensive, and with continuous development in technologies and increasing customer demands
investments levels are expected to remain high. Consequently, it is attractive for new entrants in the market to enter a wholesale agreement
with an existing operator and thereby benefit from their investments.
Apart from intense competition, the Danish market has extremely low
prices, despite Denmark being one of the richest countries in the world.
A standard Danish mobile subscription is about a fifth of the price in
USA, and about half of the price in the UK. This is the result of a long
and tough price war between Danish operators, and it is estimated that
the total value of the market has decreased by 20 per cent in just three
years.
Today, it is clear that the price war has not ended. Some analysts
estimate that a consolidation of two of the major players in the market
would lead to a better competitive environment. This was almost the
case for TeliaSonara and Telenor. The two companies started by sharing
each other’s infrastructure, and in 2015, they proposed a complete
merge. However, EU regulators posed demands that proved too tough,
which has led to the two operators cancelling the complete merger.

Telenor
(DK)

Telia
(DK)

Hi3G
(DK)

Utilities

The oldest and

The Swedish and

Telenor originates

Hi3G, also known

A number of

largest company

Finish TeliaSonera

from Norway

as ‘3’, originates

regionally based

in the Danish

entered Denmark

entered Denmark

from Hong Kong.

Danish power

market, TDC Group

in 1995. With ac-

in 2000 through

They entered Den-

companies have

has built much

tivities in 18 coun-

a merger. Telenor

mark in 2003 with

installed fibre

of Denmark’s

tries, TeliaSonera

has activity in both

a strong focus on

infrastructure and

communications

is among the ten

Europe and emerg-

mobile, particularly

use it to supply

infrastructure, and

largest European

ing markets.

customers with

households with

retains leading po-

telcos.

high data usage.

broadband or TV,

sitions across all

often in common

markets. Focused

brands. Main

on the Nordics,

players are SE,

predominantly in

SEAS-NVE, Bred-

Denmark.

bånd Nord.

Revenue in
DKK m, ‘14

19011

EBITDA in
DKK m, ‘15

8210

Products

Mobile, Landline,

Mobile, Landline,

Mobile, Landline,

Mobile (including

Broadband and TV.

Broadband and TV.

Broadband and TV.

mobile broad-

4346

4697 (incl. busi-

2868

N/A

612

N/A

ness rev)

494

593 (incl. business
rev)

TV and Broadband.

band).

Brands

TDC, YouSee, TELMORE, Fullrate

Telia, Call Me.

Telenor, CBB Mobil,

3, Oister, Zenji

Bibob (merged

Mobile.

Stofa, Waoo!,

with CBB).

source: TDC Group - figure 1

1A communications infrastructure technology based on fibre-optic cables that transmit signals through light. Enables very high speeds
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TDC Group
through 130 years
Kjøbenhavns Telefon-Aktieselskab (KTAS) was founded in 1882. Its
foundation served to operate the first phone exchange in Copenhagen.
Throughout the 1900s, each major region in Denmark formed its own
regional phone company, with KTAS for Zealand, Fyns Telefon for Funen,
and Jydsk Telefon covering Jutland. Additional small phone companies
popped up, and in 1990, the Danish Parliament passed an act to gather
regional companies and form the national Danish telco provider, Tele
Danmark.
From 1994, Tele Danmark issued publicly traded shares, and in January 1998, the last state-owned shares of Tele Danmark were sold. Tele
Danmark changed its name to TDC in 2000, and since then, the major
interest in shares has changed three times with no present majority
interest.
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Timeline
2014

2000
2013

1990

1998

1994
1882

2014

2016

2005

1997

2016

TDC acquired
Get A/S
KTAS was formed

Tele Danmark was
formed and becomes
national Danish telco
provider

Tele Danmark entered
strategic partnership
with Ameritech, leading
to Ameritech owning
42% of shares.

Tele Danmark
changed name
to TDC.

Nordic Telephone
Company (NTC)
bought 87.9% of
shares.
NTC owned 17.7%
of shares

TDC Group merges
their TDC and YouSee
brands towards the
private segment

TDC Group and Huawei partner on establishing world
class 4G mobile network
Tele Danmark sold the
last state-owned share.
TDC strengthens partnership with Huawei
to roll out 1000 Mbps
broadband

Tele Danmark issued
shares for DKK 18.5bn
Source: TDC Group - figure 2
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TDC Group today
TDC Group is the leading Danish provider of communications solutions and pay TV, being the leader across
all segments in the domestic market. In all other Nordic
countries, TDC Group is the main challenger in the
business market. The company employs more than
8,500 people and consists of various brands, providing
services within landline voice, mobile communications,
broadband, pay TV, Over-the-top (OTT) services, hosting,
betting and more. TDC Group is organised in a functional
organisational structure allowing TDC Group to customise each brand to different segments in the market.

As the biggest telecommunications and home entertainment company in Denmark, TDC Group faces many
stakeholders – the most important being:
• Customers: Most Danes know TDC Group as a service provider either directly or indirectly through an association. Serving more than six million subscriptions,
TDC Group is well-known both within the consumer and
business segments.
• Investors: As a publicly traded share, investors
have seen TDC Group as a solid investment, and the
company is known as a share with a stable dividend.
• Society: As the main provider of telecommunications in Denmark, TDC Group plays an important role in
the technological development of Denmark.

Customers

Society

Investors

Source: TDC Group - figure 3

Regulative implications
With TDC Group’s leading position within the Danish telco market – an important sector for the entire development of a country –
the Danish government as well as the EU has awarded TDC Group extensive regulations. An example could be the duty to supply
all households with basic services regardless of geographical location. Through the years, this duty has been an expense that TDC
Group calculates into both budget and financial reports.
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TDC Group
– a multifaceted umbrella
TDC Group has a multi-brand strategy with a focus of
both consumers and businesses. The different brands
offer both focus in different markets and a diverse
product portfolio. Although most people associate TDC
Group with the brand TDC, the organisation as a whole
consists of several other brands.
In Denmark, TDC Group can be divided into four divisions: B2C, B2B, Wholesale and Other. In the B2C market,
which represent the biggest share of Group revenue
with 46 %, TDC Group reaches its customers through
the brands YouSee, TELMORE, Fullrate, and Blockbuster.
In the B2B market, TDC Group goes to market with
brands TDC, TDC Hosting, and TDC NetDesign. The
three B2B brands account for the second-largest share
of revenue (23 %) by market. 6 % of TDC Group’s revenue comes from activities in TDC wholesale, which is responsible for reselling landline voice, mobile voice, and
Internet and network to external partners. An example
could be international roaming from other network
owners. Lastly, TDC Group owns brands such as Dansk
Kabel TV, Bet25.dk, and Rød25.dk, which accounts for
~2 per cent of the TDC Group revenue.
In the surrounding Scandinavian countries, TDC Group
has several activities. While TDC Sweden solely focuses
on the B2B market, TDC Group targets both the B2C
and B2B segments in Norway with the 2014 acquisition
of Get. The two brands supplement each other with
TDC Norway primarily targeting the B2B market, and
Get primarily focusing on the B2C market.

REVENUE BY MARKET

Other 2%

Norway 12%

B2B 23%

Sweden 11%

Wholesale 6%

B2C 46%

Source: TDC Group - figure 4
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TDC
TELMORE

YouSee
Fullrate

Brands
In the Danish market, TDC Group goes to market with
several different brands. Below you will find all the different brands owned by TDC Group in Denmark.
YouSee:
YouSee is TDC Group’s largest B2C brand. The brand
targets the established families and household consumers, and it provides a wide variety of solutions.
In order to address the consumer segment more
accurately, YouSee and TDC will turn into one unified,
household brand as presented in TDC Group’s 20162018 strategy. YouSee’s current product portfolio will
not change much after the TDC/YouSee merger. The
only change will be the exclusive right to the consumer
segment. Furthermore, and since the physical TDC stores mainly are established for consumers, these stores
will become YouSee and therefore the only omni-channel consumer brand.

TELMORE:
TELMORE targets the B2C market in Denmark and
focuses on offering mobile solutions to consumers.
The brand is positioned to target the young and single
consumers, whether they want discount or high-end
solutions.
The solutions are offered in two ways: mobile voice
subscriptions and mobile Internet solutions. Both products are using the mobile infrastructure of TDC Group.
Fullrate:
Fullrate is the low-budget brand in TDC Group’s portfolio. Mainly targeting consumers, Fullrate offer the
cheapest Internet, television and mobile solutions,
while taking advantage of the strong underlying infrastructure provided by TDC Group. Fullrate also consists
of Fullrate Erhverv, which targets the price-conscious
businesses, and therefore the brand is not considered
to be in direct competition with the TDC brand.

>>

Established/
families

Young/single
Price
conscious

Source: TDC Group - figure 5

Value
focused
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>>
TDC:
As the main brand of TDC Group, TDC has been providing both all sorts of telecommunication solutions
to both the B2C and the B2B market. As announced in
the latest 2018 strategy, the TDC brand will from July
2016 only engage in business relations, while YouSee
will address consumers. Therefore, TDC will change
from the wide-ranging brand into a narrower, focused
brand, providing broadband, mobile and landline solutions to the B2B market as well as security- and system
integration solutions through TDC NetDesign. This
clear separation of TDC and YouSee not only enables
a more focused business, but also eliminates internal
competition between the two brands.

Others:
While some of the remaining brands mentioned before
are made in order to differentiate into other products/
markets, other brands are simply acquisitions made
in order to gain market share for their core business
areas. In 2014, TDC Group acquired the movie rental
brand, Blockbuster, as part of its focus on becoming
the leading home entertainment provider. The same
year, TDC Group started the betting sites bet25.dk and
rød25.dk, with the rationale that customers prefer a
seamless experience, where they can do betting while
watching television.
TDC Hosting offers services within hosting and cloud
services, while Dansk Kabel TV approaches the market
for housing and antenna associations wishing to have
their own network to offer the residents low prices.

YouSee

Brand

Customers

Products

The all-in-one
solution for
households

B2C customers, mainly
estab-lished/families as
well as the more value
focused customers

Landline, mobile,
broadband, and
Television.

Brand

Customers

Products

Mobile-only
online brand for
households.

B2C Customers, mainly
young/single

Mobile solutions

Brand

Customers

Products

Denmark’s #1 low-budget pro-vider of internet
and mobile solutions.

B2C and B2B customers.
However, the main revenue stream comes from
more price sensitive
households.

Mobile, broadband, and
televi-sion.

Brand

Customers

Products

The strong and reliable pre-mium brand
for businesses.

B2B customers in Denmark, Finland, Norway
and Sweden.

Landline, mobile,
broadband.

TELMORE

Fullrate

Value focused

TDC

Source: TDC Group - figure 7

Price conscious
SMB

Source: TDC Group - figure 6

Enterprise
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Business simpliﬁcations…

Transforming TDC Group to
meet new customer needs
As a provider of telco and home entertainment solutions in an ever changing market, TDC Group constantly
need to adapt to developments in customer preferences. TDC Group sees changes in all four major product
categories:
Landline: The landline voice connection traditionally
gave access to the household, but recent advances
within mobile technology and the introduction of
smartphones has led to a steady decrease of landline
connections. For TDC Group, this has resulted in a steady decrease in landline voice subscriptions of 8-15%
per year.
Mobile: Within mobile, two major trends have changed the market. First, the launch of the Apple iPhone
in 2007 changed the market for mobile subscriptions
with data becoming increasingly important. Secondly, a
price war initiated by new small players with intentions
to be acquired has pressured the market. The small
players competed by charging prices below costs and
redefined the way of promoting mobile subscriptions
with simplicity as their centrepiece.
Broadband: Today, Internet access is a fundamental
requirement for most Danes. As the largest player in
the Danish broadband market, TDC Group’s broadband
infrastructure is important for both customers and society. Although TDC Group is able to serve essentially
all Danish households, customers increasingly demand
higher speeds – with up to 1,000 Mbps as the speed
most Danes dream to have.

Television: In Denmark, the TV has long been a central
part of the household. However, with streaming services such as DR (Danish Broadcasting Corporation),
Netflix and HBO combined with upcoming trends such
as smart-TVs, new content is increasingly accessed in
new ways. TDC Group has identified two groups of customers, who they are particularly interested in:
• Cable shavers – customers who choose 			
small TV subscriptions from providers such 		
as TDC Group. They increasingly have their 		
demands satisfied through services such 			
as Netflix and HBO.
• Cable cutters – customers who cancel 			
their TV-subscriptions. Demands are
completely satisfied through online 			
streaming, OTT services and social media.
With the shift in customer preferences, TDC Group constantly tries to improve all parts of its business and IT
platform to meet new customer needs. In TDC Group’s
2016-2018 strategy, a major focus is simplification
– from product portfolio and operational model to
choice of technologies and IT platform. By simplifying
TDC Group’s IT platform, Charlotte and her team could
better support business needs in order to improve TDC
Group’s competitive advantage.

… drive operational simpliﬁcation

25% reduction in
number og IT systems

25%

2015 2018

Reduced investments
due to limited need for
overlapping access technologies
E2E process optimization
reduced late delivery

Source: TDC Group - figure 8

65%

2014 2015
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Self-service
as a philosophy
As the biggest national telco, TDC Group has many
touch points with its customers. TDC Group believes
that customers should be able to access products when
and where they want. Whether it is online, on the phone
or in a physical store, TDC Group always wants to provide the best experience to all its customers.

pressure off the physical stores and further support its
business needs. Given the strategic goal of improving
competitive advantage through strategic IT initiatives,
Charlotte is interested in exploring how TDC Group can
increase online sales without compromising the customer experience.

However, providing personal sales and service to clients
is costly and today the cost of serving customers represents the biggest operational expense, and TDC Group
sees that customers often return to these expensive
service and sales channels once they tried this service
once. Moreover, due to the complex nature of telco products, TDC Group acknowledges that self-service and
online sales could be handled differently.

However, selling telco products through online platforms is not easy – especially considering the changing
customer demands TDC Group faces. Customers want
flexible solutions with short delivery time, especially for
online services.

Today, TDC Group has a service share of ~50 % and a
sales share of ~15 % . Peter Pihlsbech Rasmussen – Development Director, Consumer IT, says:
“There is no doubt; we want more customers to serve
themselves on our online platforms.”
Online sales
TDC Group wants to increase the sales share of its
online platform. This would enable TDC Group to take

Self-service
Overall, TDC Group has divided its online service platforms in two parts.
1. The entertainment platform contains music, movies
etc. and have different names depending on the brand.
This ensures that customers have a one-stop access
to all entertainment services and content from TDC
Group.
2. The self-service platform enables customers to
check bills, change their subscriptions or change selected services.
>>
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”We want to make it easier for our customers to
service themselves through our self-service platform. Not only will this provide a much better
solution for our customers, as they quickly and
conveniently can find their answers or change
their services, but at the same time it is at a lower
cost for us“
- Peter Pihlsbech Rasmussen

>>
“We want to make it easier for our customers to service
themselves through our self-service platform. Not only
will this provide a much better solution for our customers,
as they quickly and conveniently can find their answers or
change their services, but at the same time it is at a lower
cost for us”
- Peter Pihlsbech Rasmussen
Charlotte and her team would like recommendations on
how TDC Group can create a sales platform that meets
customer needs while utilising TDC Group’s competitive
advantages such as OTT services. Furthermore, they
want suggestions on how to improve the online service
platforms, thereby enabling smooth self-service for all
customers.

2Percentage of customers who handle customer service without any contact to a TDC Group customer agent
3Percentage of customers who handle a sale without any contact with a TDC Group agent
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The Next TDC Play
TDC Group is constantly trying to improve the relation
to its customers by developing new and improving
existing services. Within the telco industry, many telco
providers rely on OTT services as an integrated part of
their product portfolio.
Today, TDC Group has a variety of on-demand OTT solutions customers can access and use. For TDC Group,
these services are seen as an important value proposition they can offer to new and existing customers as
well as a way of supporting its core business products,
whether it being landline, mobile, broadband, or TV.
Moreover, TDC Group believes that highly integrated
OTT services are important pieces in the way it wants
to strengthen the relationship to its customers.
Overall, there are three ways of building OTT services:
Proprietary: A solution that TDC Group has developed
in-house. Example: Blockbuster
White labelling: A solution where TDC Group buys content from a 3rd party service and presents it as a TDC
Group solution. Example: TDC Play Musik
Third-party service: A solution that TDC Group buys
access to. Example: Mofibo

TDC Login Service

This mix of OTT services requires a complex integration
to existing architecture. For TDC it is really important first
to understand the underlying architecture, before improving an existing or developing new services. The architectural model shows that the user on the left hand side
can administer access to an OTT service, while the same
or another user tries to gain access a given OTT service
on the right hand side. In between, TDC’s login platform
handles the user authentication (access and login) and
authorisation (handles rights to, e.g., use a service).

Portal
Login

b

a

Authentication

b

c
c

d

d

Admin
Services

TDC Group is constantly improving the content while
also providing an even more seamless experience across
all its OTT services. Peter Pihlsbech Rasmussen stresses
the importance of OTT services and mentions: “TDC
Group is constantly looking for the next big OTT solution
we can offer our customers in order to increase the value
proposition”.

c

Authorisation

d

a - Credentials
b - Token
c - Token + Access Request
d - Response

OTT services are an important part of the customer
experience, and Charlotte believes that the right OTT
services give TDC Group a strong competitive edge.
Charlotte is therefore on the lookout for ideas that can
improve TDC Group’s competitive advantage while at the
same time not increasing complexity in its IT platform.
>>

a

Source: TDC Group - figure 9

24/7
Music CDN
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TDC Group as a
data-driven business
As the largest telco and home entertainment service provider in Denmark, TDC Group processes an enormous amount of data.
Today, many businesses rely on data as their core business model. Although TDC Group has always been in possession of data, the proportions have increased drastically over the past years. TDC Group therefore
wants to explore options to utilise data while balancing customer
privacy. By the costumer’s consent, information such as location-based
data, online behaviour or entertainment preferences is fully available to
TDC Group.
TDC Group has identified the following metrics that are available in current and future solutions:

TDC Group is looking for ways to provide a more
personalised experience, both in order to improve the
customer relationship as well as to increase revenue. The
company is very much aware of the opportunities and
challenges of data utilisation, but has not yet found the
formula to utilise the large amount of data TDC Group
has.

popular topic. With an increasing number of objects such
as streetlights, refrigerators and watches being connected to the Internet, the possibilities are many. In line with
the wish of becoming a more data-driven business, TDC
Group has started to address the market for Internet of
things. Across different lines of business, TDC Group is
looking into how they can enter the market.

“Product development is a place where we would like to utilise data. How can we enhance our products and services
by using data more intelligently? Basically, we are really
eager to find alternative approaches on how to use our
data” says Peter Pihlsbech Rasmussen.

Charlotte and her team are very interested in exploring
the options of IoT. Although some product development
have been done, TDC Group continuous to be interested
in suggestions as to what objects to digitise, and how to
approach the trend. As a part of this suggestion, Charlotte is interested in recommendations on how to create
new revenue streams or develop solutions that improve
the experience for existing customers.

Internet of Things
In recent years, the Internet of Things (IoT) has been a

TDC Business
KEY METRICS
Subscriber records
Mobile location data

Gender, name, address, proﬁle, household, devices type
Macro based on location, micro cells indoor shopping centers

TV consumption

When, what and how often and on what device

Market segmentation

Marketing segmentation based on value, credit

VAS (value-added service)
consumption

What type of services are used and how much

Online behaviour

Browsing history, click steam

Enterprise service
consumption

Parking, air pollution etc. combined with public data sources

Source: TDC Group - figure10
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Smart City
Smart Lightning
Smart Renovation
Smart Parking
Connected Entertainment
Sponsor Activation/Advertising
Ticketing/Fan Data
Food + Beverage
Tele Medicine
Full service model for telemedicine to allow easy
scaling of oﬀering

GET
Get Safe
Fire and burglar alarm cross-connected in MDU
App for ’Follow me’, ’Help me’
MDU Admin portal
Get Smart
Adding Smart Home services to Get SAfe
Get Care
Focus on elderly people lining in their own homes

Source: TDC Group - figure11

TDC Consumer
Smart Home
Security, alarm & smoke detector
Metering - energy savings
Heating and lighting control
Home entertainment control
Track My Assets
Monitor pet location
Find keys
Locate bags, track luggage
keep a tap on children
Locate bike

TDC BI/Growth Team
Location Based Services
Location Based Marketing, there are proof of
concepts underway with potential customers for
2016
Several other use cases being build around
location based services together with TDC
Enterprise and Growth Team
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Closing remarks
While preparing for the upcoming presentations, Charlotte thought of how TDC and the telco industry has
changed over the last couple of years. She was highly
aware of the digital revolution as well as how it could influence TDC Group’s IT platforms. As all major businesses, improving the competitive advantage has been a
major topic for TDC Group. With the challenges ahead,
she strongly expects a new angle on how to transform
TDC Group through strategic IT initiatives.
Therefore, the challenge of how TDC Group can improve
its competitive advantage by transforming its business
through strategic IT initiatives remained.
Charlotte is welcoming ideas to help solve the challenges. A thoroughly prepared presentation of how to approach a changing market. This means that ideas must
be innovative and with a focus on the IT strategic level
of TDC Group, while also being able to satisfy different
stakeholders with different views of how TDC Group’s
future should be shaped.
Charlotte and her team wishes you good luck.
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Appendices
Customer Segments

Financials

Household segments by ARPU, Churn, and relative size

TDC Group
High

2015

2013

2012

2011
First
stop

DKKm
24.366

23.344

23.986

25.472

25.606

Gross profit

17.484

17.092

17.431

18.154

18.811

EBITDA

9.809

9.804

9.979

10.136

10.306

Operating profit (EBIT)

(618)

3.808

4.115

4.438

4.347

(1.725)

2.793

3.432

4.320

3.817

Profit/loss before income taxes
Profit/loss for the year from continuing operations

(2.384)

2.452

3.078

3.691

2.721

Profit/loss for the year

(2.384)

3.228

3.119

3.784

2.752

Income Statement, excluding special items
Operating profit (EBIT)

4.498

5.076

5.047

5.176

5.194

Profit before income taxes

3.391

4.060

4.364

4.298

4.664

Profit for the year from continuing operations

2.502

3.529

3.766

3.444

3.389

Profit for the year from continuing operations

2.502

3.551

3.780

3.448

3.442

Families

30+ Singles

Wealthy
Seniors

Career
focused

Seniors

Couples

Retail RGUs in Denmark
Mobile subscriptions

(‘000)

2.576

2.566

2.655

2.679

2.729

TV

(‘000)

1.386

1.420

1.393

1.392

1.337

Broadband

(‘000)

1.329

1.358

1.361

1.327

1.289

Fixed Line

(‘000)

847

1.010

1.193

1.350

1.483

High income
families

Area: Percentage of Danish population

Revenue

Household Chum (%)

Income Statement

2014

Low
Household ARPU

Employees
FTEs (end-of-year)

#

8.705

8.594

8.587

8.885

9.551

FTES and temps (end-of-year)

#

8.854

8.681

8.712

9.097

10.051

High

Source: TDC Group - figure 12
Source: TDC Group in collaboration with CBS Case Competition 2016 - figure 13
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Major household segments
First Stop

Career Focused

6% of population. 1 person per household. Age: <30 years

12% of population. 1 person per household. Age: 20 - 40 years

Income: <200.000 DKK Copenhagen, large suburbs.

Income: <400.000 DKK Copenhagen Area.

Born into the digital age make them perceive telco differently than
other generations. They are rather price sensitive and make conscious
choices about the need for telco services. The mobile phone is their
focal point but also broadband is key for this segment. TV is usually
used as background noise, or not used at all.

Urban singles who are always up to date with the latest, also technology. They prefer everything to be online or wirelessly accessible.
Broadband is a vital equipment for work and experiences, and the
mobile phone is an indispensable item used for all activities throughout the day; work, exercise, socializing etc. TV is increasingly being

Customer Satisfaction

substituted by streaming.

30+ Singles

Couples

21% of population. 1 person per household. Age: 30 - 59 years

9% of population. 2 persons per household. Age: 35 - 59 years

Income: <400.000 DKK Copenhagen, small suburbs.

Income: 400.000+ DKK Small suburbs.

Low income singles spend a lot of time for themselves and consume

Connectivity and access to TV is something that is required, but they

large amounts of content and entertainment. They are very pleased

do not think much of it - it just needs to work. Essential to them is

with Flow TV, which serves as a day and evening activity. Broadband is

the mobile, as it connects them to family and friends. The TV is still

essential for their entertainment consumption, but they are sensitive

required in their homes, but they are starting to reconsider their

to prices. Calls and messaging is the primary use for their phones.

consumptions, and may migrate to the basic packages.

Families

High income families

16% of population. 3+ persons per household. Age: 35 - 59 years

13% of population. 4+ persons per household. Age: 35 - 59years

Income: 600.000+ DKK Small suburbs.

Income: 800.000+ DKK Copenhagen Area, small suburbs.

TV and digital equipment is incorporated in the daily routines.
The Mobile also serves as an essential item, because it is used for
coordinating daycare, school, dinner and work. Additionally, it is used
for entertaining the children and adults on the go. Equally important
is Broadband and TV for the routines. Recently, the children of the
family have been streaming and playing more games online.

Connectivity is freedom and flexibility, and value is when they do
not have to worry about coverage, speed, content and accessibility.
Internet and mobile is critical for effective hours, and a tool for more
sources of entertainment, knowledge and music. They expect to get
access to what they want, when they want it. Streaming and apps are
diminishing the need for Flow TV.

Seniors

Wealthy Seniors
.

Questions

.

13% of population 1 person per household. Age: 60 + years

10% of population 2 persons per household. Age: 60 + years

Income: <300.000 DKK Larger suburbs, rural areas.

Income: 400.000+ DKK Small suburbs, rural areas.

Telco services are perceived as difficult and complicated, and the
engagement is therefore low. They are usually assisted by friends
and family when choosing and installing products. TV plays a majority
role in their lives. Mobile is starting to become adopted, but the Fixed
Line is the primary source for conversations, as it is associated for
some to be the real phone.

The new technology is complicated, but is adopted so that their
children and grandchildren can use it when visiting. Keeping up with
their network of friends and family is imperative, and the mobile
phone serves that purpose. Yet 2/3 also hold on to their Fixed Line
connection. TV allows this segment to keep up to date with the news,
and for entertainment in the evening.

Source: TDC Group in collaboration with CBS Case Competition 2016 - figure 14

Recommendation Score
If you were to choose a new operator today, how likely is it you would choose the same?
How likely is it that you are still a customer at your current operator in 6 months?
The operator’s marketing is relevant for me (TV-commericals, social media etc.)
The operator is good at informing me preemptively of technical changes/disruptions etc.	
The billing is easy to understand
The operator explains changes in subscription prices in an understandable manner
What is your absolute evaluation of the operator’s ability to make it easy for the customer?
There is satisfactory possibilities for self-service at the operator
The operator’s products are simple to use
The operator give me freedom to compose the solution which works best for me and my family
The operator’s entertainment services are relevant for me
(movies, tv-series, music, audiobooks, archives, magazines etc.)
The operator is first on the market with new products and services
What is your collective evalutation of: value for money by the operator?
The operator’s prices are reasonable
The operator’s prices are transparent
Contact within the first ½ year (% of yes)
Purchase of a product within the last ½ year (% of yes)
How do you perceive the selection of mobile subscriptions?
How do you perceive the quality of mobile coverage?
How do you perceive your broadband speed?
How do you perceive the selection of TV channels?
How do you perceive the possibility to select the TV channels you want?

Source: TDC Group in collaboration with CBS Case Competition 2016 - figure 15

TDC

YouSee

Telia

Telenor

3

60
66
76
47
56
66
61
64
67
75
64
44

60
62
76
49
67
66
62
64
67
73
55
49

72
71
79
53
67
76
73
76
77
81
76
54

72
75
85
53
64
75
70
74
73
80
75
35

70
69
77
51
59
74
68
72
75
76
69
34

52
65
55
55
47
15
72
79
72
77
66

52
60
53
57
48
15
80
77
76
73
53

56
76
72
73
57
0
75
81
75
76
66

53
72
70
70
53
33
73
76
76
n/a
n/a

57
69
65
68
58
33
71
69
76
n/a
n/a
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Mobile

Old and new TV Value Chain
Production >

Old value chain

Development - Owners Rights >

5.000

Studios and sport
association
Warner Bros.
Nordisk Film
Premier League

Aggregation >

Distribution >

End User

Aggregation - Packaging >

Network - Technical Platform >

Devices - Applications >

Broadcasters

TV distributors

CPE manufacturers

MTG
DR
Discovery
TV2

YouSee
Stofa
Canal Digital
Boxer

Samsung
LG
New distribution

MB
4.594

4.000

Studios and sport
associations
Nordisk Film

3.357
3.212

Distribute via own apps

3.000

1.564
1.130

1.000
506
229

2.182

2.228

1.362

1.423

2.123

1.316

1.008
438

342

Broadcasters
Viaplay
TV2 Play
DR

Acquire exclusive rights

Distribute via own apps

TV distributors
BT
Comcast
YouSee

Year

0
H1 2012

New value chain

2.000

35

H1 2013

H1 2014

3

Source: TDC Group in collaboration with CBS Case Competition 2016 - figure 16

H1 2015

Telia

Telenor

Create own content

TDC

Source: TDC Group in collaboration with CBS Case Competition 2016 - figure 17

OTT players
NETFLIX
HBO
SHOWTIME

PlayStation
Google TV
Smart TV
YouTube
AppleTV
iOS
Android

Distribute via own apps

